Bali Day Tours
KINTAMANI TOUR Lunch included

The tour starts at 08.30, we will start the tour to Batu Bulan
where we’ll watch Barong and Kris dance which is a graphic
portrayal of endless battle between good and evil. You go on to
driving on the coach to visit Celuk (home of gold and silversmith),
Mas (the village of woodcarvers) and Ubud (home of artists / painters). A stop will also be made at Goa Gajah (the Elephant Cave),
Tirta Empul holy spring temple at Tampak Siring. The highlight of
the tour where you will view a great volcanic Mount Batur with
its magnificent Lake Batur beside. The last stop will be at Tegalalang rice terrace. In this place, you will see the Balinese farmer
does their rice field in the oblique area complete with its system
irrigation. You will enjoy the beautiful panorama of valley
with rice terrace and coconut tree ornament it. Return to hotel.

BESAKIH TOUR Lunch included

The tour starts at 09.00, we will start the tour to Besakih, located
on the slope of Mount Agung. First stop will be made at Klungkung to visit Kerta Gosa, the hall of justice, which dates from the
18th century. Classical paintings can be viewed on the ceiling, portraying visions of heaven and hell. Continue up into the mountains
for Besakih temple, almost 1,000 m above seas level. Besakih is
the “Mother Temple” of Bali, and the complex houses 30 temples,
made up of 7 levels of terraces in the mountainside. Afterward
continue to visit Tenganan village, and isolated native Balinese
village where people have lived undisturbed by outside influence
for centuries. Our last stop at Goa Lawah, the Bat Cave, the walls
of which vibrate with thousands of bats - their bodies packed so
close together that the upper surface of the cave resembles undulating mud. Being an extraordinary phenomenon, Goa Lawah is
considered holy. Return to hotel.

BEDUGUL – TANAH LOT TOUR

Lunch included

The tour start at 09.00, and then drive to visit
a beautiful Taman Ayun Temple, which is dated
back from the Royal Mengwi Dynasty. Continue
to Bedugul that located on the shore of Lake Beratan, you can enjoy the cool mountain breeze
and view the Ulun Danu Temple. And then visit
Candi Kuning Fruits and flowers Market. Lunch
at local restaurant. Continue to the UNESCO
recognized rice terraces of Jatiluwih. Then we
will take you to visit Alas Kedaton, a forest at
home of hundreds of sprite monkeys. Finally,
visit the spectacularly located Tanah Lot temple. The temple, perched on a little rocky islet,
lookssuperb whether delicately lit by the dawn
light or starkly outlined at sunset.
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ULUWATU SUNSET TOUR Dinner included

The tour start to 15.00 drives to visit Uluwatu temple, offers a landscape
and topography unequaled by any other regions of the island. Afterwards,
enjoy Kecak Dance, a performance of The Ramayana epic-based. This
dance is the quickest way to assimilate into the magical Balinese world.
Actually, this is a unique pre-Hindu dance derived from the choral element
of the trance dances Sanghyang Dedari. During this performance you will
learn that Prince Rama who is trying to rescue his wife Sita with the help
of a monkey army. No instrument is used, only a chanting “choir” of men
those playing the monkey role. Transfer to Jimbaran for dinner; enjoy delicious seafood dinner with breathtaking views of the Indian Ocean. It is
served right on the beach with beautiful table set up opposite to the ocean.
The choices of delicious seafood dinner are served on the beach with The
Balinese sauces are one of the flavors for who need spicier.

UBUD TOUR No meal

Depart from the hotel in the morning or afternoon, and drive to Ubud. On the way
you will visit the Batu Bulan village where you’ll watch Barong and Kris dance which
is a graphic portrayal of endless battle between good and evil. You go on to driving on
the coach to visit Celuk (home of gold and silversmith), Mas (the village of woodcarvers) and Ubud (home of artists / painters). And then Proceed to Monkey forest, is a small
tropical forest where you can see the group of monkeys live there. Based on the local
resident believe that these monkeys are protecting the forest with all its content. Continue to Puri Saren is an Ubud King Palace, where it is used as a governance center in
the empire era. You can see the beautiful house building that is designed with Balinese
traditional style and full of wood carving decorates it. Then visit the Traditional Art
Market. The Visit Painting Museum is a modern museum collecting the ancient Painting
consecution and modern from the famous artist.

MOUNTAIN AND VILLAGE CYCLING One meal included

Pick up at your hotel at 08.30 – 09.00, and drive to starting point in Kintamani. Starting in view of Mount Batur volcano at Kintamani, this breathtaking bicycle tour winds
down through 26km of lush valleys, through Balinese villages, past century-old temples
and rich green rice fields. Expert guides will explain the history of the land, culture, its
people and take you on an unforgettable experience that will remain with you long after
you leave. Stop to sample a variety of exotic fruits and spices, then continue through the
towering bamboo forest of Taro before ending with lunch at Bali’s biggest attraction, the
Elephant Safari Park. Return to hotel.

TANAH LOT TOUR No meal

Depart from the hotel in the morning or
afternoon, and then drive to visit a beautiful
Taman Ayun Temple, which is dated back from
the Royal Mengwi Dynasty. Then we will take
you to visit Alas Kedaton, a forest at home of
hundreds of sprite monkeys. Finally, visit the
spectacularly located Tanah Lot temple. The
temple, perched on a little rocky islet, looks
superb whether delicately lit by the dawn light
or starkly outlined at sunset.

